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Introduction

How relevant are sticky prices in conducting monetary policy? This
question has been at the center of the stabilization policy debate for
decades. Recently there has been a renewed interest in it (see Woodford
2003). We address this question and conclude that, in contrast with the
conventional wisdom, once fiscal policy is taken into account, the extent
of the nominal rigidity does not matter for the conduct of monetary
policy. We show that neither the optimal allocation nor the optimal
policy depends on the price rigidity. This is the main result of the article.
We analyze the optimal policy problem in a dynamic general equilibrium model with money and taxes, following the dynamic Ramsey literature after Lucas and Stokey (1983) and Chari, Christiano, and Kehoe
(1991). This approach allows us to study the distortions created by price
stickiness in a model in which other distortions are present, in particular,
the need to raise distortionary taxation to finance government expenditures. This is important, since, in general, the optimal way to deal
with a distortion depends on other existing distortions.
As a benchmark, we consider a model that is very similar to the
perfectly competitive model of Lucas and Stokey (1983), where prices
are fully flexible. They consider a stochastic production economy without capital, with cash and credit goods. In their model, the government
finances exogenous expenditures with revenue from labor income taxes
and seigniorage and issues state-contingent debt. We depart from Lucas
and Stokey by assuming that the fiscal instruments are both income and
consumption taxes and that government debt is noncontingent nominal
debt. Because we want to consider firms that are price setters, we assume
that final consumption is a composite good, aggregated over a continuum of goods with the Dixit-Stiglitz aggregator. Each good is produced
by a monopolist, and all producers share the same labor-only linear
technology.
This standard flexible price economy is compared to economies in
which firms are restricted in setting prices, but are otherwise identical.
In most of the analysis, we assume that a fraction of firms set prices one
period in advance, but we extend the analysis to other price-setting
restrictions such as in Calvo (1983), where the effects of monetary policy
shocks are persistent. In general, for arbitrarily given monetary and fiscal
policies, the equilibrium allocations depend on the extent of price stickiness. As we show, however, this dependence vanishes once optimal
policy is considered. Under the optimal policy, the allocations are invariant to the extent of the price stickiness. Furthermore, there is a
sense in which the optimal policy is also invariant to the extent of the
rigidity: as we vary the degree of price stickiness, the same policy can
implement the optimal allocation.
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The set of fiscal policy instruments is crucial for the results. In related
work, Benigno and Woodford (2004), Schmitt-Grohé and Uribe (2004),
and Siu (2004) find a nontrivial dependence of optimal policy on the
extent of price stickiness. They make similar assumptions on the fiscal
and debt instruments, but they consider only one tax, on either consumption or labor income. Once we combine state-contingent labor
income taxes (available in the models of Siu and Schmitt-Grohé and
Uribe) with consumption taxes (available in the model of Benigno and
Woodford), optimal policy is independent of the extent of the price
stickiness.
With state-contingent consumption and labor income taxes, it is possible to neutralize the effect of the price stickiness, so that any allocation
that is implementable under flexible prices is also implementable under
sticky prices. This is clear once we show that under flexible prices it is
possible to implement each equilibrium allocation with policies that
induce constant producer prices. Under those policies, if restrictions
on the setting of prices were to be imposed, such as prices set in advance
or staggered prices as in Calvo (1983), such restrictions would have no
impact.
Under sticky prices, the set of implementable allocations includes the
set under flexible prices, but it also includes allocations other than those.
In particular, because firms may be restricted in different ways in their
setting of prices, there are equilibrium allocations in which otherwise
identical firms set different prices and therefore supply different quantities. We show that such allocations are dominated in welfare terms by
the allocations under flexible prices, so that the optimal allocation is
the same under sticky prices as under flexible prices.
A more precise way to understand this result is as follows. In the
model, there is a continuum of firms that use labor to produce imperfectly substitutable goods. These goods can be interpreted as intermediate goods that are aggregated into two composite final goods: a cash
good and a credit good. Production is efficient when a marginal increase
in labor in the production of each of the intermediate goods has the
same marginal impact on the production of the final good. In equilibrium, this is the case if the price of each of the intermediate goods is
the same. Under flexible prices, all firms set the same price, so that
only productive-efficient allocations can be implemented. Under sticky
prices, instead, it is possible to implement many productive-inefficient
allocations as well. We show that the Ramsey allocation under sticky
prices must be productive-efficient, using an argument similar to the
one used in Diamond and Mirrlees (1971) to prove the optimality of
zero taxes on intermediate goods. It follows that the optimal allocations
under sticky and flexible prices coincide.
One implication of our findings is that the results in the literature
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on the behavior of optimal allocations under flexible prices, as in Lucas
and Stokey (1983) and Chari et al. (1991), immediately extend to environments with nominal rigidities. Under flexible prices, there are typically a variety of ways to decentralize the optimal allocation. One of
these has constant producer prices, but others do not. The policy that
decentralizes the optimal allocation with constant prices is the same
under flexible and sticky prices.
The article also extends the literature on optimal monetary policy
under sticky prices by explicitly considering both fiscal and monetary
policies. The benchmark in that literature (e.g., Rotemberg and Woodford 1997; Clarida, Gali, and Gertler 1999) is to assume that the government can tax in a lump-sum fashion in order to finance a subsidy
to production that eliminates the markup distortion. It is also common
to abstract from the money demand distortion by assuming that the
economy is the cashless limit of a sequence of monetary economies. By
replicating flexible prices, it is possible to eliminate the only remaining
distortion, the nominal rigidity, and achieve the first-best allocation. In
contrast, in our article we have a number of distortions that cannot be
overcome, so that the first-best allocation is not feasible.
Another branch of the literature, aiming to abstract from fiscal policy
altogether, allows for lump-sum taxes but not for distortionary taxes or
subsidies (see Ireland 1996; Adão, Correia, and Teles 2003; Khan, King,
and Wolman 2003). Since it is no longer possible to eliminate the
markup distortion, the problem is then a second-best problem.1 For
example, Adão et al. show that under sticky prices, with such restrictions
on the class of fiscal policies, the optimal flexible price allocation is
implementable but not optimal.2 As we show in this article, the joint
consideration of both fiscal and monetary policies reverses this result.
As already mentioned, the work most closely related to ours is by
Benigno and Woodford (2004), Schmitt-Grohé and Uribe (2004), and
Siu (2004). They address the same issues we do but assume that only
one tax can be used. With that restriction on fiscal instruments, it is no
longer possible to implement under sticky prices the set of flexible price
allocations. The result is a third-best solution in which the extent of the
nominal rigidity matters for both optimal policies and allocations.
Our analysis proceeds as follows: We describe the model economy in
Section II. We assume that a share of firms set prices one period in
advance. In Section III, we characterize the sets of implementable al1
In Khan et al. (2003), with staggered prices, there is also a trade-off between the money
demand distortion and the distortion associated with sticky prices. In order to eliminate
the latter, the price level would have to be constant over time, resulting in inefficient,
positive, and varying nominal interest rates.
2
Ireland (1996) considers a special case of preferences, technology, and shocks, in which
the optimal allocations under flexible and sticky prices coincide.
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locations, prices, and policies under flexible prices. We show that the
set of allocations can be implemented with producer prices that are
constant over time. Section IV contains the main results. We show that
the degree of price rigidity is irrelevant in determining both the optimal
allocation and the policies that implement it. In Section V, we interpret
the results by allowing for good-specific taxes, which can affect the
wedges between the differentiated goods in the same way as policy under
sticky prices. We relate the results to the standard result on the optimality
of productive efficiency in Diamond and Mirrlees (1971). In Section
VI.A, we show that the results are robust to alternative price-setting
restrictions, and in Section VI.B, we show that the equivalence results
would not hold if restrictions on the tax instruments were to be imposed,
as in related literature. We also discuss optimal policies and the relevance
of alternative fiscal instruments. Section VII contains concluding
remarks.
II.

The Economy

The economy is inhabited by identical households, a continuum of firms
indexed by i 苸 [0, 1], and a government. Time is discrete, and in each
time period t p 1, 2, …, one of finitely many events st 苸 St occurs. The
history of events up to period t, (s 0 , s 1 , … , st), is denoted by s t 苸 S t,
and the initial realization s 0 is given. Let p(s t) be the probability of the
occurrence of state s t.
Each firm uses labor n i(s t) to produce a distinct, perishable good
yi(s t) that can be used for private consumption as a cash good c 1i(s t), as
a credit good c 2i(s t), or for public consumption g i(s t). The technology
is given by
c 1i(s t) ⫹ c 2i(s t) ⫹ g i(s t) p yi(s t) p A(s t)n i(s t),

(1)

where A(s t) is the productivity that is common across goods.
Households draw utility from composite cash goods C 1(s t) and credit
goods C 2(s t) and disutility from aggregate labor N(s t), according to the
following function that has the standard properties:

冘冘
⬁

tp0

st

btp(s t)u(C 1(s t), C 2(s t), N(s t)),

(2)

[冕

(3)

with

C 1(s t) p

v/(v⫺1)

1

0

c 1i(s t)(v⫺1)/vdi

]

,

v 1 1,
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t

C 2(s ) p

[冕

v/(v⫺1)

1

]

t (v⫺1)/v

c 2i(s )

di

0

and
N(s t) p

冕

, v 1 1,

(4)

1

n i(s t)di.

(5)

0

Aggregate government purchases G(s t),
t

G(s ) p

[冕

v/(v⫺1)

1
t (v⫺1)/v

g i(s )

0

di

]

,

v 1 1,

(6)

are exogenous and must be financed with state-contingent consumption
taxes t c(s t), taxes on labor income t n(s t), and taxes on profits t d(s t) and
by printing money M(s t). We restrict public nominal debt to be of oneperiod maturity and to be state-noncontingent.
Note that each good enters with the same weight in the Dixit-Stiglitz
aggregators. In addition, the technology shock is the same for all goods.
These symmetry assumptions are standard in the literature.
For simplicity only, we assume that profits are fully taxed, t d(s t) p 1,
and that initial wealth is zero, which is equivalent to assuming that it
also is fully taxed.3 Our results are unchanged if we assume that there
are bounds, which may be zero, on the tax rates on both profits and
initial wealth. With such bounds, the proofs follow a logic similar to
that used here but are more cumbersome.
Households.—The households start period t with nominal wealth
⺧(s t). They decide to buy money balances M(s t), riskfree nominal bonds
B(s t) that pay R(s t)B(s t) units of money one period later, and B(s t⫹1) units
of state-contingent nominal securities. Here the only role of state-contingent debt is to define state-contingent prices. We assume that the
state-contingent bonds are traded only among households so that they
are in zero net supply. These bonds pay one unit of money at the
beginning of period t ⫹ 1 in state s t⫹1 and cost Q(s t⫹1Fs t) units of money
in state s t. Thus, the purchases of assets by the households must satisfy
M(s t) ⫹B(s t) ⫹

冘

s t⫹1Fs t

Q(s t⫹1Fs t)B(s t⫹1) ≤ ⺧(s t).

(7)

At the end of the period, the households receive labor income
3
Even with our simplifying assumption that profits and initial wealth are fully taxed,
there is still the need to raise revenues through distortionary taxes.
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t

W(s )N(s ), where W(s ) is the nominal wage. Note that households do
not receive profits from the firms because profits are fully taxed. If we
let pi(s t) be the producer price of good i in units of money and
pic(s t) { [1 ⫹ t c(s t)]pi(s t)
be the consumer price of good i gross of consumption taxes, then the
evolution of nominal wealth is governed by
⺧(s t⫹1) p R(s t)B(s t) ⫹ B(s t⫹1) ⫹ M(s t) ⫺
⫺

冕

冕

1

pic(s t)c 1i(s t)di

0

1

pic(s t)c 2i(s t)di ⫹ [1 ⫺ t n(s t)]W(s t)N(s t)

for t ≥ 0.

(8)

0

Money, M(s t), is used to purchase consumption of the cash good,
C 1(s t), according to the cash-in-advance constraint
P c(s t)C 1(s t) ≤ M(s t),
c

(9)

t

where P (s ) is
c

t

P (s ) p

{冕

1/(1⫺v)

1
c
i

1⫺v

t

[p (s )] di

0

}

,

(10)

which is the money cost to buy one unit of the composite goods, gross
of consumption taxes.
⬁
Households choose the sequence {c 1i(s t), c 2i(s t), N(s t)}tp0
that maximizes
utility, (2), satisfying (3), (4), (7), (8) together with a no–Ponzi games
condition, and (9). The following are necessary household marginal
conditions:
⫺v

[ ]

c 1i(s t)
pic(s t)
p
C 1(s t)
P c(s t)

,

t ≥ 0,

(11)

t ≥ 0,

(12)

and
⫺v

[ ]

c 2i(s t)
pic(s t)
p
C 2(s t)
P c(s t)

,

that determine the demand for each good as a function of the relative
price and the consumption of the composite good,
u C 1(s t)
p R(s t) ≥ 1,
u C 2(s t)

t ≥ 0,

(13)

that set the marginal rate of substitution between cash and credit goods
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equal to its relative price distorted by the nominal interest rate. The
inequality R(s t) ≥ 1 must hold in any equilibrium, since otherwise households could make arbitrarily large profits by issuing bonds and holding
money. The household marginal conditions also include the intratemporal condition
⫺

u C 2(s t)
P c(s t)
p
,
t
u N(s )
[1 ⫺ t n(s t)]W(s t)

t ≥ 0,

(14)

where it is apparent how consumption and labor income taxes affect
the marginal choice between labor and the credit good, as well as the
intertemporal conditions

Q(s t⫹1Fs t) p bp(s t⫹1Fs t)

u C 1(s t⫹1) P c(s t)
,
u C 1(s t) P c(s t⫹1)

t ≥ 0,

(15)

and

[

]

u C 1(s t)
u C 1(s t⫹1)
t
p
bR(s
)E
,
t
P c(s t)
P c(s t⫹1)

t ≥ 0,

(16)

for the optimal choice of the one-period-ahead state-contingent and
noncontingent nominal assets.
Clearly, these last two equations imply that holding a risk-free nominal
bond must be equivalent to holding a full array of one-period statecontingent assets, or

冘

1
p
Q(s t⫹1Fs t),
R(s t)
st⫹1Fst

t ≥ 0.

(17)

Let Q(s rFs t) p Q(s t⫹1Fs t) … Q(s rFs r⫺1) be the price of one unit of money
at s r in units of money at s t. Given the no–Ponzi games condition and
the condition that B(s t⫹1) p 0 for all s t⫹1, optimality also requires that
the transversality condition
lim

冘

Tr⬁ sT ⫹1Fs t

Q(s T⫹1Fs t)[M(s T⫹1) ⫹B(s T⫹1)] p 0
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hold. Then the budget constraints can be written with equality as

冘冘
⬁

冘冘
⬁

⫹

rpt

sr

rpt

sr

Q(s rFs t) c r
{P (s )[C 1(s r) ⫹ C 2(s r)]}
R(s r)

4

(18)

Q(s rFs t)
{M(s r)[R(s r) ⫺ 1] ⫺ [1 ⫺ t n(s r)]W(s r)N(s r)} p ⺧(s t).
R(s r)

We can replace in these budget constraints the intertemporal prices
Q(s rFs t) using (15) and use the intertemporal conditions (16), the intratemporal conditions (13) and (14), and the cash-in-advance constraints (9), as well as B(s t⫹1) p 0, to write the budget conditions as

冘
⬁

Et

rpt

b r⫺t[u C 1(s r)C 1(s r) ⫹ u C 2(s r)C 2(s r) ⫹ u N(s r)N(s r)]
p u C 1(s t)

⺧(s t)
,
P c(s t)

t ≥ 0,

(19)

where
⺧(s t) p M(s t⫺1) ⫹ R(s t⫺1)B(s t⫺1)

[

⫺ P c(s t⫺1) C 1(s t⫺1) ⫹ C 2(s t⫺1) ⫹

]

u N(s t⫺1)
N(s t⫺1) ,
u C 2(s t⫺1)

for t ≥ 1, and ⺧0 p 0.
It is worth noting that the implementability conditions (19) do not
depend on the price-setting restrictions.5 Note also that equation (19)
for t p 0 is the standard implementability constraint. When the government is allowed to issue state-contingent debt, as in Lucas and Stokey
(1983), the constraints from period 1 on are satisfied by the choice of
the supply of state-contingent assets, for all s t, so that there is a single,
period 0 implementability constraint. Here, instead, that supply must
be zero.
4
Notice that the price of the credit good in state s t , in units of money in period 0, is
Q(s tFs0) st⫹1Fst Q(s t⫹1Fs t) p Q(s tFs0)/R(s t). The reason is that, in Lucas timing, with the
assets market in the beginning of the period, credit goods are paid in the beginning of
the subsequent period. For this reason, the intertemporal condition (16) for the credit
goods is

冘

[

]

uC2(s t)
uC (s t⫹1)
p bEt R(s t⫹1) c1 t⫹1 ,
c
t
P (s )
P (s )
with R(s t⫹1) the nominal interest rate between periods t ⫹ 1 and t ⫹ 2.
5
See Correia, Nicolini, and Teles (2002) for the case in which profits are not fully taxed.
Profits from period 1 on are the same under flexible and sticky prices. It is just period 0
profits that can be different. It can be shown that there are enough instruments to make
those profits equal under flexible and sticky prices.
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The government.—Given the exogenous evolution of aggregate government purchases, G(s t), and the consumer prices, pic(s t), the govern1
ment minimizes the expenditure ∫0 pic(s t)g i(s t)di needed to obtain G(s t)
given by (6) by deciding according to
⫺v

[ ]

g i(s t)
pic(s t)
p
G(s t)
P c(s t)

.

(20)

Given full profit taxation, t d(s t) p 1 for all s t, a government policy
consists of public consumption of each good, g i(s t); money supply,
M(s t); taxes on consumption and labor income, t c(s t) and t n(s t); nominal
interest rates, R(s t); and debt supply, B g(s t) for all t ≥ 0 and states s t 苸
S t.
If the budget constraint of the households and the market-clearing
conditions hold, then the budget constraint of the government also
holds.
Firms.—Each good i 苸 [0, 1] is produced by a monopolist firm that
faces a constant elasticity demand function
⫺v

[ ]

p c(s t)
yi(s t) p ic t
P (s )

Y(s t)

(21)

obtained from the demand functions for the private and public goods,
(11), (12), and (20), where Y(s t) p C 1(s t) ⫹ C 2(s t) ⫹ G(s t). There are
two types of firms: sticky price firms, i 苸 [0, a], with a 苸 [0, 1), set prices
one period in advance; the remaining 1 ⫺ a flexible price firms, i 苸 (a,
1], choose prices contemporaneously. The flexible price firms choose
prices to maximize profits in each period t ≥ 0,
pi(s t)yi(s t) ⫺ W(s t)n i(s t),
given the technology (1) and the demand function (21), where
pic(s t) p [1 ⫹ t c(s t)]pi(s t).
Because all monopolists face the same demand curve and have the
same technology, all set a common price
pi(s t) { pf(s t) p

v W(s t)
v ⫺ 1 A(s t)

for all i 苸 [a, 1],

(22)

equal to a constant markup over marginal cost.
The sticky price firms that set prices one period in advance sell the
output on demand at the preset prices. In period 0, they charge an
exogenously given price p⫺1. For t ≥ 1, they choose a period t price,
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t⫺1

pi(s ), that does not depend on the contemporaneous shocks, in order
to maximize profits6

冘

s t⫹1Fs t⫺1

Q(s t⫹1Fs t⫺1)[pi(s t⫺1)yi(s t) ⫺ W(s t)n i(s t)],

(23)

subject to (1) and (21), where pic(s t) p [1 ⫹ t c(s t)]pi(s t⫺1).
The following condition, simplified using (17), characterizes the solution of this problem:

冘{

s tFs t⫺1

v

[

][

]}

Q(s tFs t⫺1)Y(s t) P c(s t)
v W(s t)
t⫺1
p
(s
)
⫺
p 0,
R(s t)
1 ⫹ t c(s t) i
v ⫺ 1 A(s t)

(24)

for t ≥ 1.
With (13) and (15), this condition can be rearranged so that the
expression for the common price chosen by the sticky price firms for
period t, ps(s t⫺1), is
pi(s t⫺1) { ps(s t⫺1) p

[

]

v
W(s t)
E t⫺1 u(s t)
,
v⫺1
A(s t)

t ≥ 1,

(25)

for all i 苸 [0, a], where
u(s t) p

u C 2(s t)[1 ⫹ t c(s t)]⫺v[P c(s t)]v⫺1A(s t)N(s t)
,
E t⫺1[u C 2(s t)[1 ⫹ t c(s t)]⫺v[P c(s t)]v⫺1A(s t)N(s t)]

so that the sticky price firms charge a markup over the expected value
of a weighted marginal cost. This condition implies that the price set
by the firms one period in advance is a weighted conditional average
of the price set by the flexible price firms,
ps(s t⫺1) p E t⫺1[u(s t)pf(s t)], t ≥ 1.

(26)

Market clearing.—Demand must be equal to supply for each good i
and for labor according to (1) and (5), which we repeat here:
c 1i(s t) ⫹ c 2i(s t) ⫹ g i(s t) p A(s t)n i(s t)

(27)

冕

(28)

and
t

N(s ) p

1

n i(s t)di.

0

6
The profits in period t are priced by Q(s t⫹1Fs t⫺1) because they can be used for consumption only in the subsequent period. The firms maximize the value of profits net of
taxes. For td(s t) p 1, the production decisions are indeterminate. We consider the limiting
case as td(s t) approaches one.
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The market-clearing conditions for the nominal debt markets are
B(s t) p B g(s t)

(29)

B(s t⫹1) p 0.

(30)

and

Equilibria.—An equilibrium in an economy with 0 ≤ a ! 1, given p⫺1,
⬁
⬁
is an allocation {C 1(s t), C 2(s t), N(s t)}tp0
, all s t; {c 1i(s t), c 2i(s t), n i(s t)}tp0
, all
t
t
t⫹1 ⬁
t
s , i 苸 [0, 1]; debt levels {B(s ), B(s )}tp0, all s ; and prices and policies
{pi(s t), P c(s t), W(s t), Q(s t⫹1Fs t), g i(s t), G(s t), M(s t), t c(s t),
⬁
t n(s t),B g(s t), R(s t)}tp0
,

all s t, all i, that solve the problems of the households, the firms, and
the government and such that markets clear.
The set of equilibria is characterized by the household marginal conditions (10), (11), (12), (13), (14), (15), (16), and the cash-in-advance
constraints (9), together with the nonnegativity constraint on the nominal interest rates, which can be written as
u C 1(s t) ≥ u C 2(s t);
given p⫺1, the price-setting conditions (22) and (25) characterize the
optimal behavior of the firms; the government purchases public goods
according to (20) and chooses the other policy variables, satisfying the
budget constraints for every s t, which, given the market-clearing conditions, can be written as the household budget constraints (19); finally,
the market-clearing conditions (27), (28), (29), and (30) must hold.
As we show in the following lemma, in any equilibrium the quantities
produced by the flexible price firms are equal across those firms, and
similarly for the sticky price firms.
Lemma 1. (a) In any equilibrium with a p 0,
c 1i(s t) p C 1(s t), c 2i(s t) p C 2(s t);
g i(s t) p G(s t);
n i(s t) p N(s t)

for all i 苸 [0, 1].
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(b) In any equilibrium with a 苸 (0, 1),
c 1i(s t) p C 1s (s t), c 2i(s t) p C 2s (s t);
g i(s t) p G s(s t);
n i(s t) p N s(s t)

for all i 苸 [0, a];

c 1i(s t) p C 1f(s t), c 2i(s t) p C 2f (s t);
g i(s t) p G f(s t);
n i(s t) p N f(s t)

for all i 苸 (a, 1].

Proof. (a) The price-setting condition of the monopolists (22) implies that all firms set the same price. The demand functions (11), (12),
and (20) imply that quantities will be the same across goods for all
i 苸 [0, 1] and equal to the aggregate.
(b) Conditions (22) and (25) imply that all flexible price firms set a
common price and so do all sticky price firms. Therefore, the demand
functions imply that the quantities will be the same across flexible price
firms and across sticky price firms, where C jf(s t), C js(s t), j p 1, 2, G f(s t),
and G s(s t) denote those common values of private and public consumption of the goods produced by the flexible and sticky price firms,
respectively. QED
In the flexible price economies (part a of lemma 1), since all firms
set the same price, the quantities are the same, so that one unit of labor
applied to the production of any of the intermediate goods has the same
marginal impact on the production of the final good. This is the condition that guarantees productive efficiency, meaning that production
takes place along the production possibilities frontier.
When there are sticky price firms as well (part b), there may be equilibria in which the production of the flexible price firms is different
from the production of the sticky price firms. In such cases the aggregates are in the interior of the production possibilities set. To see this,
notice that if we add up the market-clearing conditions for each good
i, (27), and use the demand functions (11), (12), and (20), as well as
resource constraints (28), then we obtain

[

[C 1(s t) ⫹ C 2(s t) ⫹ G(s t)] a

]

C js(s t)
C jf(s t)
⫹
(1
⫺
a)
p A(s t)N(s t),
C j(s t)
C j(s t)
j p 1, 2,

(31)

where
C j(s t) p [aC js(s t)(v⫺1)/v ⫹ (1 ⫺ a)C jf(s t)(v⫺1)/v ]v/(v⫺1),

j p 1, 2.
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It can be shown that
a

C js(s t)
C jf(s t)
⫹ (1 ⫺ a)
11
t
C j(s )
C j(s t)

whenever C js(s t) ( C jf(s t), j p 1, 2. When this is the case, production is
inefficient.
If, in equilibrium, the prices of the flexible and sticky price firms
were the same, then C js(s t) p C jf(s t), j p 1, 2. In this case, as in the
flexible price case, production would be along the production possibilities frontier described by
C 1(s t) ⫹ C 2(s t) ⫹ G(s t) p A(s t)N(s t).

III.

(32)

Allocations, Prices, and Policies under Flexible Prices

We now characterize the set of implementable allocations under flexible
prices. It turns out that the set of implementable allocations is the same
as in Lucas and Stokey (1983). With the policy instruments that we
consider, there are multiple ways to decentralize a given allocation in
that set. We show that it is always possible to decentralize an allocation
with constant producer prices. This result will be instrumental in proving
a major result in the article, namely, that every allocation under flexible
prices can be implemented under sticky prices.
In the following proposition, we characterize the set of implementable
allocations, prices, and policies under flexible prices.
Proposition 1. (1) Under flexible prices, the set of implementable
allocations for the consumption goods and labor, {C 1(s t), C 2(s t), N(s t)},
is characterized by the implementability conditions

冘
⬁

E0

tp0

bt{u C 1(s t)C 1(s t) ⫹ u C 2(s t)C 2(s t) ⫹ u N(s t)N(s t)} p 0,
u C 1(s t) ≥ u C 2(s t),

(33)

(34)

and the feasibility conditions
C 1(s t) ⫹ C 2(s t) ⫹ G(s t) p A(s t)N(s t).

(35)

(2) Each allocation {C 1(s t), C 2(s t), N(s t)} is implemented with a unique
path for

{
Given

P c(s 0 ),

there

is

⬁

}

1 ⫹ t c(s t) W(s t)
R(s ),
,
1 ⫺ t n(s t) pf(s t)
t

a

unique

.

tp0

solution

for

{P c(s t) p [1 ⫹
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⬁
tp0

t (s )]pf(s )} . If the cash-in-advance constraint holds with equality in all
periods and states, then given P c(s 0 ), there is also a unique solution for
⬁
{B g(s t), M(s t)}tp0
.
Proof. In order to show part 1, we need to show that conditions
(33), (34), and (35) are necessary and sufficient for an equilibrium
⬁
allocation {C 1(s t), C 2(s t), N(s t)}tp0
. That they are necessary conditions is
straightforward. Condition (33) is (19) for t p 0; condition (34) is the
restriction that nominal interest rates be nonnegative, and we know
from lemma 1 that consumption and labor input are the same for every
good i 苸 [0, 1], so that the resource constraints (27) and (28) imply
(35). We need to show that there are prices, policies, and allocations
⬁
other than {C 1(s t), C 2(s t), N(s t)}tp0
that satisfy the remaining equilibrium
conditions. In doing so, we will also be able to prove part 2 of the
proposition.
The household marginal conditions on the choice of cash and credit
⬁
goods, (13), determine uniquely the nominal interest rates {R(s t)}tp0
,
c
which are nonnegative because of (34). Given P (s 0 ), conditions (19)
and (16) for t ≥ 1, repeated here,

冘
⬁

Et

rpt

b r⫺t{u C 1(s r)C 1(s r) ⫹ u C 2(s r)C 2(s r) ⫹ u N(s r)N(s r)} p
u C 1(s t)

⺧(s t)
, t ≥ 1,
P c(s t)

(36)

where
⺧(s t) p M(s t⫺1) ⫹ R(s t⫺1)B(s t⫺1)

[

⫺ P c(s t⫺1) C 1(s t⫺1) ⫹ C 2(s t⫺1) ⫹

]

u N(s t⫺1)
N(s t⫺1) ,
u C 2(s t⫺1)

and

[ ]

u C 1(s t⫺1)
u C 1(s t)
t⫺1
p
bR(s
)E
, t ≥ 1,
t⫺1
P c(s t⫺1)
P c(s t)

(37)

determine recursively P c(s t) and M(s t⫺1) ⫹ R(s t⫺1)B(s t⫺1). Let Ft be the
number of states in period t, with F0 p 1. For any t ≥ 1, given the values
for P c(s t⫺1), there are Ft⫺1 intertemporal constraints (37) and Ft budget
constraints (36) to determine Ft ⫹ Ft⫺1 variables, the consumer price
levels, and the state-noncontingent nominal asset levels, P c(s t) and
M(s t⫺1) ⫹ R(s t⫺1)B(s t⫺1). This shows that given P c(s 0 ), the paths for
⬁
{P c(s t), M(s t) ⫹ R(s t)B(s t)}tp0
are uniquely determined. If the cash-inadvance constraint, (9), holds with equality, then given P c(s 0 ), the money
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supply is uniquely determined. It follows that the supply of noncontingent debt is also uniquely determined.
The price-setting equations, (22), determine uniquely the real wages
⬁
. From the consumer price level condition, (10), we know
{W(s t)/pf(s t)}tp0
c t
that P (s ) p [1 ⫹ t c(s t)]pf(s t). The household intratemporal conditions,
⬁
(14), given {W(s t)/pf(s t)}tp0
, determine, also uniquely, the proportionate
c t
⬁
tax distortions, {[1 ⫹ t (s )]/[1 ⫺ t n(s t)]}tp0
. Finally, the prices of the statet⫹1 t
contingent debt, Q(s Fs ), are given by (15). QED
As mentioned above, the set of implementable allocations is the same
here as in Lucas and Stokey (1983) and Chari et al. (1991), where firms
are assumed to be competitive. The revenue from the full taxation of
profits is the revenue needed to finance the implicit subsidy to labor
needed to eliminate the monopoly distortion. This implicit subsidy
means that the taxes on labor are lower than they would be without it.
With such taxes and implicit subsidies, the optimal allocation in this
economy with imperfect competition equals that in an otherwise identical economy with perfect competition.7
Part 2 of proposition 1 implies that there are multiple fiscal policies
consistent with each implementable allocation. One of those policies
supports producer prices, pf(s t), which are constant over time. We state
this result in the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Each allocation in the set of implementable allocations in proposition 1 can be implemented with policies such that the
producer prices are constant over time and equal to an arbitrary level,
pf(s t) p P.
Proof.
Consider an implementable allocation {C 1(s t), C 2(s t),
t ⬁
N(s )}tp0 in the set defined by the implementability and feasibility conditions, (33), (34), and (35). From part 2 of proposition 1, we know
that, given P c(s 0 ), the four variables t c(s t), t n(s t), pf(s t), and W(s t) are
restricted by only three restrictions, the values of [1 ⫹ t c(s t)]/[1 ⫺
t n(s t)], [1 ⫹ t c(s t)]pf(s t), and W(s t)/pf(s t), for each period and state. The
path for one of the variables is unrestricted and therefore can be set
equal to an arbitrary sequence, for example, pf(s t) p P for all s t. QED
IV.

Allocations, Prices, and Policies under Sticky Prices

In comparing economies with and without sticky prices, we maintain
the same objective function for the government. Thus, the relevant
object to compare is the set of implementable allocations in each case.
Under flexible prices, as shown in proposition 1, the set of implementable allocations can be characterized as restrictions on allocations
7
Without full profit taxation, this equivalence breaks down, but our results do not (see
Correia et al. [2002] for details).
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only, independently of prices and taxes. Under sticky prices, such characterization is not possible, and instead the implementable set is defined
by all the equilibrium conditions stated in Section II. Because of this,
we find it convenient to take an indirect route in proving the main
results.
We first use corollary 1 to show that the set of flexible price allocations
is contained in the set of sticky price allocations for any value of a
(proposition 2, part 1). We also show that any allocation that is both a
flexible price allocation and a sticky price allocation can be implemented by the same policy (proposition 2, part 2).
We then consider an artificial Ramsey problem designed to make our
proofs simple. This Ramsey problem is defined over the set of all allocations that can be obtained with any relative prices of the differentiated goods. This large set clearly contains the set of sticky price allocations, for any value of a. We then show that the optimal allocation
in the larger set is a flexible price allocation. It follows that the optimal
allocation is the same under sticky prices as under flexible prices (proposition 3 below).
Proposition 2. (1) The set of implementable allocations under
flexible prices is a subset of the implementable set under sticky prices
for any degree of price stickiness, 0 ≤ a ! 1. (2) Each allocation in that
common set can be implemented with policies that are independent of
the degree of price stickiness, 0 ≤ a ! 1.
Proof. Let pf(s t) p p⫺1, t ≥ 0. From (26), we know that the prices of
the sticky and flexible price firms coincide, ps(s t⫺1) p pf(s t) p p⫺1, t ≥
1. The equilibrium conditions, irrespective of a 1 0, collapse to the ones
under flexible prices, in addition to the constraint that the producer
price level, pf(s t), is constant over time. With corollary 1, there are policies under flexible prices that implement each allocation with constant
producer prices equal to P p p⫺1. Those policies clearly do not depend
on the degree of price stickiness, 0 ≤ a ! 1. QED
We could have proven the proposition without imposing that the
producer price level be constant over time. The producer price level
could, for instance, grow at a constant or forecastable rate. Indeed, we
could have stated corollary 1 in a weaker form and shown that there
are policies under flexible prices such that the producer price level does
not move with contemporaneous information instead of being constant.
We have stated the corollary in this form because it will be used to show
that the allocations under flexible prices can be implemented under
sticky prices, also when the assumptions on price setting are more restrictive, as in the case of staggered prices without indexation.
Let Q f be the set of implementable allocations under flexible prices,
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characterized in proposition 1 and Q (a) be the set of allocations under
sticky prices for a 苸 (0, 1).8 Proposition 2, part 1, then states that
Q f O Q s(a).
It follows that a Ramsey government under sticky prices cannot do worse
than a Ramsey government under flexible prices. We now show that it
cannot do better either.9
As already mentioned, characterizing the set Q s(a) is cumbersome.
We consider a larger set Q R of allocations in which relative prices are
not restricted, referred to as the relaxed set, which contains Q s(a), so that
we have
Q f O Q s(a) O Q R.
We then show that the optimal allocation in Q R belongs to Q f. This result
obviously implies that the optimal allocation in all three sets is the same.
We define the relaxed Ramsey problem as one in which the choice set
is the relaxed set.10 By allowing for any configuration of relative prices
across differentiated goods, we are considering allocations with very
general configurations of equilibrium quantities across goods. As shown
in Section II, when some relative prices are different from one, the
aggregation of market-clearing conditions (27) is not as straightforward
as in the case of flexible prices, where all the quantities of the differentiated goods are equal to the aggregate. It is possible, however, to
obtain a relationship between aggregate demand and aggregate supply,
analogous to (35), that depends on the relative prices. If we add up the
market-clearing conditions for each good i, (27), and use the demand
functions (11), (12), and (20), as well as the resource constraints (28),
we obtain these aggregate resource constraints:11

冕[ ]
1

[C 1(s ) ⫹ C 2(s ) ⫹ G(s )]
t

t

t

0

pic(s t)
P c(s t)

⫺v

di p A(s t)N(s t).

(38)

The relaxed set is formally defined as the set of aggregate allocations
{C 1(s t), C 2(s t), N(s t)} such that there exist consumer prices {pic(s t),
P c(s t)} that satisfy the following conditions: (i) the resource constraints
8
The notation makes explicit that the set of implementable allocations depends on the
degree of price stickiness.
9
See Adão et al. (2003) for an example in which, because of the restrictions on fiscal
policy, the optimal allocation under sticky prices is superior to the optimum under flexible
prices.
10
As we show in Sec. V, the relaxed set QR can be interpreted as the set of implementable
allocations when good-specific consumption taxes can be levied.
11
See the discussion at the end of Sec. II on productive efficiency. The expression
1
∫0 [pic(s t)/P c(s t)]⫺vdi is the measure of productive inefficiency due to price dispersion.
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(38) hold; (ii) the aggregate consumer price level is consistent with the
individual prices,
c

t

P (s ) p

{冕

1/(1⫺v)

1
c
i

t

1⫺v

[p (s )] di

0

}

;

(39)

(iii) the implementability constraint (33) holds; and (iv) the nonnegativity constraint on nominal interest rates (34) is satisfied.
We then have the following proposition.
Proposition 3. The Ramsey allocation under sticky prices is the
same as the Ramsey allocation under flexible prices, for any degree of
price rigidity 0 ≤ a ! 1.
Proof. Consider the problem of choosing a sequence of allocations
⬁
⬁
and relative prices {pic(s t)/P c(s t)}tp0
for i 苸 [0, 1]
{C 1(s t), C 2(s t), N(s t)}tp0
that maximizes utility in the relaxed set characterized by the conditions
(33), (34), (38), and (39). We first show that the optimal allocation in
the relaxed set belongs to the flexible price set. Since v 1 1, the term
in the resource constraints (38),

冕[ ]
1

t

D(s ) {

0

pic(s t)
P c(s t)

⫺v

di ≥ 1,

is minimized subject to (39) when pic(s t) p P c(s t), so that D(s t) p 1.
Otherwise D(s t) 1 1. The resource constraints become the ones under
flexible prices. Since the other constraints are common to the flexible
and relaxed sets, the planner faces the same constraints in the two
problems, and the optimal solutions coincide. Thus, the Ramsey allocation under flexible prices maximizes welfare in the set of allocations
in Q R.
The set of implementable allocations under sticky prices is contained
in the relaxed set, Q s(a) O Q R. Indeed, the allocations under sticky prices
must satisfy the conditions characterizing the relaxed set. The implementability condition (33) was derived using the household conditions
that are the same under flexible and sticky prices. The condition that
the nominal interest rate must be positive, (34), must also be satisfied
under sticky prices, and so must the resource constraints (38), as well
as the restrictions on the relative prices (39).12
From proposition 2, we know that Q f O Q s(a). Since Q f O Q s(a) O
R
Q for any value of a, then the optimal allocation under flexible prices
12
The relaxed set also contains allocations that cannot be implemented under sticky
prices, since that set allows for general configurations of quantities of each good, and part
b of lemma 1 implies that under sticky prices there are only two possible quantities or
prices in each state.
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also maximizes welfare in the set of sticky price allocations, Q s(a), for
any value of a. QED
We next state a proposition on the irrelevance of sticky prices for the
policies that implement the Ramsey allocation.
Proposition 4. The Ramsey allocation, common to flexible and
sticky price economies, can be implemented by policies that do not
depend on the degree of price rigidity, for 0 ≤ a ! 1. Under flexible
prices, the set of policies that implement the Ramsey allocation is a
larger set including policies that would not implement the Ramsey allocation under sticky prices, for 0 ! a ! 1.
Proof. The first statement in the proposition is a direct implication
of the previous two propositions. For 0 ! a ! 1, the Ramsey allocation
can be implemented with a policy that is associated with a constant
producer price level. That policy obviously also implements the Ramsey
allocation under flexible prices. However, under flexible prices, there
are other policies, where the price level moves with contemporaneous
information, that implement the Ramsey allocation. For those other
policies, the allocation would violate productive efficiency if firms were
constrained in the setting of prices. QED
Nonbenevolent government.—So far, we have followed the Ramsey tradition in assuming that the government is benevolent and aims at maximizing the utility function of the households. However, our results are
more general, as the proof of proposition 3 makes clear.
Assume now that government preferences on the final goods are given
by

冘
⬁

E0

btF(C 1(s t), C 2(s t), N(s t)),

(40)

tp0

where F is increasing in aggregate consumption of both goods and
decreasing in aggregate labor and differentiable. The arguments in this
section follow through directly.
The optimal problem can be solved in two steps. The first step is
choosing relative prices to minimize the resource cost due to productive
inefficiency. The solution is the set of productive-efficient allocations,
as under flexible prices. This step is independent of the objective function as long as it is a function of the aggregates. The second step is the
maximization of the objective function subject to the implementability
conditions and the resource constraints under flexible prices. This second step obviously depends on the objective function.
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Interpreting the Results: Optimality of Zero Taxation of
Intermediate Goods

In this section, we relate our results to the work of Diamond and Mirrlees
(1971) on the optimal taxation of intermediate goods. To make this
connection, we first interpret the individual goods as intermediate inputs in the production of aggregate consumption. We then allow for
different taxes on those goods. In particular, let tic(s t) be the tax levied
on good i in state s t, so that the price of good i gross of taxes is
pic(s t) p [1 ⫹ tic(s t)]pi(s t).
In our benchmark economy without good-specific taxes, sticky prices
can distort the relative prices across goods. The sticky price firms,
namely, those with i ≤ a, can charge a price different from that of the
flexible price firms, with i 1 a. Under flexible prices, we can replicate
these allocations with one tax, tsc(s t), for the firms with i ≤ a, and another,
tfc(s t), for the remaining firms.
Our result that the optimal allocations under flexible and sticky prices
coincide is equivalent to the result in this alternative economy that it
is optimal to tax all goods at the same rate. This latter result is in turn
a special case of Diamond and Mirrlees (1971).
In general, if we were to consider good-specific taxes under flexible
prices and no restrictions were imposed on those taxes, then the set of
implementable allocations would be the relaxed set, Q R. If those same
taxes were available under sticky prices, then the set of implementable
allocations would also be the relaxed set. We show both these results
in the Appendix. As we showed in proposition 3, the optimal allocation
in the relaxed set is in the set under flexible prices without good-specific
taxes, Q f. The optimality of a constant tax across goods, tic(s t) p t c(s t)
for all i, and our equivalence results are applications of the same principle that productive efficiency is optimal, under quite general conditions, even in a distorted second-best world, as shown by Diamond and
Mirrlees (1971).
The good-specific taxes are redundant instruments, in the sense that
a Ramsey government would not use them as part of the optimal policy.
Similarly, when prices are sticky, a Ramsey government that is not allowed to use good-specific taxes can implement allocations that are not
productive-efficent, but will choose not to. Policy in a sticky price environment partially completes the set of instruments, in the sense made
explicit in Chari and Kehoe (1999). However, the extra instrument
provided by price stickiness is redundant, in the same way that the goodspecific taxes are.
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Robustness
Alternative Price-Setting Restrictions

We have established the irrelevance of the degree of price stickiness for
the optimal choice of allocations and policies in a model with prices
set one period in advance. This particular form of price stickiness has
obvious limitations for the lack of persistence of a monetary policy shock.
In this section, we argue that our results are robust to the consideration
of alternative forms of price-setting restrictions.
Consider, for example, introducing into our model the price-setting
restrictions suggested by Calvo (1983).13 Calvo assumes that firms are
able to revise prices with probability g 1 0. Since there is a continuum
of firms, the probability g is also the share of firms that are able to
revise the price in a given period. These price-setting restrictions introduce heterogeneity across firms, given by the period in which they get
the chance to optimally decide on the price. This is the only asymmetry
across firms.
Suppose that the economy started from a steady state in which all the
firms charged the same price, p⫺1. In any time period t, the g fraction
of firms that get the chance to change the price will choose the same
price, since technologies, demand functions, and information sets are
the same. As time passes, the heterogeneity may increase. In fact, a
result similar to lemma 1 can be stated in which in each period t there
can be, at most, as many different equilibrium prices as the number of
periods. This does not imply that, in period t, there will always be t
different prices. The policy may be such that the firms that are able to
change prices choose to set the same price as the firms that are restricted
not to change them.
Indeed, if the policy were the one described in corollary 1, such that
under flexible prices the producer price level would be constant and
equal to the exogenous initial price, p⫺1, then all the firms would want
to set that same price when given the chance. The price-setting restrictions would not be binding, and therefore, under staggered prices, it
would be possible to implement the flexible price allocations, so that
Q f O Q Stag(g),
where Q Stag is the set of implementable allocations under staggered
prices.
As in the proof of proposition 3, for the case with prices set in advance,
here it can be shown that Q Stag(g) is contained in the relaxed set,
Q Stag(g) O Q R
13

Correia et al. (2002) solve the model with Calvo staggered pricing.
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for any g. To see this, notice, again, that the implementability condition
(33) was derived using the conditions for the households that are the
same under flexible and sticky prices, whether these are set in advance
or staggered. The condition that the nominal interest rate must be
positive, (34), must also be satisfied under staggered prices, and so must
be the resource constraints (38), as well as the restrictions on the relative
prices (39).
Since, as shown in the proof of proposition 3, the optimal allocation
in Q R is in Q f and since Q f O Q Stag(g) O Q R, it must be that the optimal
allocation in Q Stag(g) is in Q f. Thus, the result in proposition 3, that the
optimal allocations coincide under flexible and sticky prices, for any
degree of price rigidity, follows through. The optimal allocation under
staggered prices is implemented with a policy that induces a constant
producer price level, and therefore, the optimal policy is also independent of the price rigidity.
These results under Calvo (1983) staggered prices obviously generalize to other forms of price setting, such as the staggered prices in
Taylor (1980), the costly price adjustments in Rotemberg (1982), and
the state-dependent pricing in Dotsey, King, and Wolman (1999).
We have assumed that the firms that are not able to optimally choose
prices must keep them constant, not even being able to index them to
some average inflation rate. This is a strong form of price rigidity. If
the Calvo firms that cannot optimally choose prices were able to change
them according to the long-run inflation rate, then the equivalence
results would hold for policies that have producer prices grow at that
same rate. Whether optimal producer prices are constant or can have
a trend has implications for the tax policies supporting the Ramsey
allocation, which we discuss in Section VI.B.
If the source of nominal rigidity were on the setting of wages, rather
than prices, then the arguments in this article would follow through as
well. The key point is that, in a world with flexible prices and wages,
the set of implementable allocations can be decentralized with policies
that keep wages constant over time. This is an implication of part 2 of
proposition 1, which establishes that in a flexible environment, one of
the paths for the price level, the nominal wage, or one of the taxes, on
consumption or labor income, is not pinned down. This implies that
each allocation can be implemented with a policy that sets the nominal
wage equal to some exogenous constant value, and therefore, if restrictions on the setting of wages were to be imposed, they would not be
binding. The optimality result is also straightforward.
14

Neither QStag(g) nor Qs(a) is a proper subset of the other.
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Restrictions on Fiscal Policy Instruments and Optimal Policies

In order to obtain the equivalence results in this article, it is crucial
that both consumption and labor income taxes are used. With only one
tax, the optimal policy, and corresponding allocation, would depend
on the extent of the price rigidity, as in the related literature by Benigno
and Woodford (2004), Schmitt-Grohé and Uribe (2004), and Siu (2004).
The two taxes, on consumption and labor income, are needed to
obtain the first instrumental result, that the set of implementable allocations under flexible prices is also implementable under sticky prices
for any degree and type of price stickiness, including staggered prices
as in Calvo (1983). In order to implement productive-efficient allocations, as under flexible prices, with Calvo price setting, producer prices
must be constant over time. It turns out, as we have shown in the proof
of corollary 1, that the policy that implements each allocation with a
constant producer price level is unique. This means that all the policy
instruments are necessary to obtain the result; there are no redundant
policy instruments.
To clarify this point, suppose that one of the taxes, say the consumption tax, were set to zero in every time period and state. Under flexible
prices, because producer price volatility is costless, it would still be possible to implement the same allocations, as in Chari et al. (1991). The
set of implementable allocations would still be characterized by the
conditions in proposition 1, the implementability condition, the condition that the interest rate be positive, and the feasibility conditions.15
Instead, under sticky prices—in particular under staggered prices—it
would no longer be possible to implement that whole set. With constant
producer prices, there would not be enough policy variables to satisfy
all the remaining equilibrium conditions. In particular, there would be
no instruments with which to satisfy the intertemporal conditions (16)
and the budget constraints (19), so that these would have to be added
as additional constraints to the Ramsey problem.
When prices are sticky, the producer price level must be constant over
time and across states in order to ensure productive efficiency; however,
the price gross of consumption taxes must vary across states in order
to satisfy the intertemporal conditions and replicate real state-contingent debt. Without consumption taxes, these objectives are just not
compatible. The optimal allocation under sticky prices does not coincide
with the optimal allocation under flexible prices and gives lower welfare,
and the extent of the price rigidity matters for the conduct of policy.
This is the case in Schmitt-Grohé and Uribe (2004) and Siu (2004),
15
The optimal allocation in this set, as shown in an example calibrated to the U.S.
postwar economy in Chari et al. (1991), may be implemented with a very volatile price
level.
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which consider environments similar to the one we analyze, but assume
that consumption taxes are not available. In their numerical examples
calibrated to U.S. postwar data, the costs of price volatility by far outweigh the gains. Productive efficiency is a dominant force, so that the
optimal policy induces a price level that is nearly constant. As a result,
the nominal interest rate is greater than zero and fluctuates, and real
debt is not state-contingent.
Benigno and Woodford (2004) also study a similar economy but impose that labor income taxes are set to zero. For them, consumption
taxes are necessary to satisfy the marginal conditions between labor and
consumption of the credit good, so that, again, there are no policy
instruments with which to satisfy both the intertemporal conditions and
the budget constraints, (16) and (19). As in Siu and Schmitt-Grohé and
Uribe, the price stickiness matters for the conduct of fiscal and monetary
policy.
Once we consider the policy instruments in those three studies, their
results are fundamentally changed, and we obtain our equivalence results. The optimal policy induces producer price stability, so that the
allocations are productive-efficient. The degree of rigidity is irrelevant
for the optimal allocations, and the same policy can implement the
optimal allocation irrespective of the price rigidity.
Optimal policies.—An intuitive discussion on how the policy instruments implement the optimal allocation is as follows: the intratemporal
conditions between cash and credit goods, and between the credit good
and leisure, determine, respectively, the nominal interest rate and the
labor income tax, given a path for consumption taxes. The quantity of
money must be chosen so as to satisfy the cash-in-advance constraint
with a constant producer price level, also given a path for consumption
taxes. Given that the producer price level is constant, the budget constraints and the intertemporal conditions determine the movement of
the consumption tax across states as well as the stock of noncontingent
nominal debt. The conditional volatility of the consumption tax plays
the role of the ex post volatility of the price level in replicating real
state-contingent debt in Chari et al. (1991). The conditional average of
the consumption tax allows the government to break the equality between real and nominal interest rates that would otherwise be implied
by perfect price stability.
In the monetary model with cash and credit goods, the optimal nominal interest rate is zero when preferences are separable in leisure and
homothetic in the consumption goods.16 If the Friedman rule of a zero
16
These are the conditions for uniform taxation of consumption goods, and the nominal
interest rate is an additional tax on cash goods on top of the consumption tax that is
common to both goods.
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nominal interest rate is optimal and firms keep prices constant over
time, then it must be the case that consumption taxes decrease over
time at the real interest rate. The expression 1 ⫹ t c, for the consumption
tax, will converge to zero from above, and so will 1 ⫺ t n, for the labor
income tax. Neither expression will become negative.
In the previous subsection on alternative price-setting restrictions, we
argued that a constant producer price level was a necessary condition
to neutralize price-setting restrictions without indexation, but that that
was no longer the case if firms could index prices to a constant inflation
rate. In that case, productive inefficiencies are eliminated when producer prices grow at that constant rate. For that weaker form of price
rigidity, the optimal consumption taxes would still have to move with
the real interest rate but would not necessarily have a trend. If average
producer price inflation were equal to minus the long-run real interest
rate, then consumption taxes would on average be constant.
The volatility of consumption taxes aimed at replicating real statecontingent debt would obviously not be a feature of optimal policy if
state-contingent debt could be issued or if there were alternative ways
of replicating state-contingent debt. For instance, real state-contingent
debt can be replicated with government debt of longer maturities, as
shown by Angeletos (2002) and Buera and Nicolini (2004). An alternative way to replicate state-contingent debt is to allow for state-contingent taxes on interest earnings. If those taxes were available, then the
volatility of consumption taxes could be replaced by the volatility of
those taxes.
Even with state-contingent debt, in general, it is still necessary to use
both consumption and labor income taxes to obtain the equivalence
results. The reason is that with constant producer prices (or producer
prices growing at a constant rate), consumption taxes must satisfy the
Fisher equation, so that a desired path for the real interest rate can be
consistent with a desired path for the nominal interest rate. In the
particular environments of Benigno and Woodford (2004) and Siu
(2004), however, with state-contingent debt there would be no need for
consumption taxes to obtain the results. In Benigno and Woodford’s
work, because the economy is cashless, the nominal interest rate does
not distort allocations, and therefore state-contingent debt is all that is
needed to obtain the equivalence results. In Siu’s work, because prices
are set one period in advance, productive efficiency is guaranteed with
prices that move with lagged information. Firms that set prices for tomorrow can set inflation equal to minus the real interest rate and implement the Friedman rule with no costs in terms of productive
efficiency.
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Concluding Remarks

A major question of recent renewed interest is how we should think
differently about conducting monetary policy if we move from a world
of flexible prices to a world with sticky prices. A contribution of this
article is to show that the answer to this question depends critically on
the available set of fiscal policy instruments.
In models in which fiscal policy is restricted, such as Schmitt-Grohé
and Uribe (2004) and Siu (2004), which consider only labor income
taxes, or Benigno and Woodford (2004), which allows for only consumption taxes, the nominal rigidity matters for the conduct of policy.
In those models, both optimal allocations and policies are affected by
the degree and type of price rigidity. Instead, in our setup, where we
assume that there are both consumption and labor income taxes, the
optimal allocation and the policy that implements it do not depend on
the nominal rigidity.
The basic intuition for our result is the following. In most models
with sticky prices, the price-setting restrictions affect different firms differently. For example, in Calvo (1983), only a fraction of firms can
change prices in any period. Whenever policy exploits the nonneutrality
resulting from the price-setting restrictions, there will be relative price
distortions that can be interpreted as a productive inefficiency. As long
as there are taxes on the final goods, this productive inefficiency will
be undesirable, even in a distorted, second-best, environment. This result recalls the well-known result in the public finance literature due to
Diamond and Mirrlees (1971). In Diamond and Mirrlees’s work, as long
as consumption taxes on the final goods are available, it is not optimal
to tax intermediate goods. We are able to establish a similar result, that
in our second-best world, it is optimal to eliminate distortions in production. That is achieved by pursuing producer price stability, therefore
neutralizing the effects of price-setting restrictions, whatever they may
be.
We make our point in a simple, and somewhat extreme, form. Given
our assumptions on the available government debt instruments—just
one-period nominal noncontingent debt—consumption taxes play the
role of replicating real state-contingent debt, and as a result, both optimal consumption and labor income taxes may appear to be very volatile. This volatility can be mitigated and possibly eliminated if, instead,
other policy instruments are considered, such as government bonds of
different maturities or state-contingent taxes on interest rates. Similarly,
we assume extreme forms of price stickiness, with long-run nonneutralities, where firms are restricted from changing prices at some constant rate. As a result, in order to eliminate productive inefficiencies,
there can be no trend in producer prices. If the optimal nominal interest
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rate is zero, as the Friedman rule prescribes, then there will be a trend
in optimal consumption and labor income taxes. This will not be the
case if firms can index prices.
We consider, as does most of this literature, models with sticky prices
in which the degree of price stickiness is exogenous. This is not a natural
assumption when computing the optimal policies because the pricesetting restrictions will in general depend on the policy. Considering
this, however, would be irrelevant if, as we show, policy does not depend
on those restrictions.
A final remark: We have considered a model with a representative
household and made the standard Ramsey assumptions that there are
no lump-sum taxes and that leisure cannot be taxed. We could have
instead considered a model with heterogeneous agents that differ in
their unobservable skill levels, as in Costa and Werning (2002) after
Mirrlees (1971). We would expect the same results in that alternative
setup, that production distortions are inefficient and that price stability
is optimal.
Appendix
Good-Specific Taxes
When consumption taxes can discriminate across goods, they are indexed by i,
tic(s t), and the price of good i gross of consumption taxes is pic(s t) p [1 ⫹
tic(s t)]pi(s t). The equilibrium conditions are the ones stated in Section II, except
for the price-setting conditions of the sticky price firms that set prices in advance,
(25). The prices set by those firms can now differ across firms, depending on
how they are taxed. They are psi(s t⫺1):
psi(s t⫺1) p

[

]

v
W(s t)
t
E t⫺1 u(s
)
, t ≥ 1,
i
v⫺1
A(s t)

(A1)

where
t
u(s
)p
i

u C 2(s t)[P c(s t)]v⫺1[1 ⫹ tic(s t)]⫺vA(s t)N(s t)
.
E t⫺1[u C 2(s t)[P c(s t)]v⫺1[1 ⫹ tic(s t)]⫺vA(s t)N(s t)]

The set of implementable allocations when tax instruments are completed to
include good-specific taxes is described in the following proposition.
Proposition 5.
The set of implementable allocations {C 1(s t), C 2(s t),
⬁
N(s t)}tp0
, and relative prices pic(s t)/P c(s t), with discriminatory consumption taxes
under any degree of price rigidity, 0 ≤ a ! 1, is characterized by the implementability conditions (33), (34), and the feasibility conditions

冕[ ]
1

[C 1(s t) ⫹ C 2(s t) ⫹ G(s t)]

0

⫺v

pic(s t)
P c(s t)

di p A(s t)N(s t),

(A2)
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where the relative prices p (s )/P (s ) ≥ 0 satisfy the restriction
c
i

t

c

t

{冕 [ ] }
1

0

1⫺v 1/(1⫺v)

pic(s t)
P c(s t)

p 1.

(A3)

Proof. The equilibrium conditions restricting the variables {C 1(s t), C 2(s t),
g
⬁
⬁
N(s t)}tp0
, as well as {R(s t), P c(s t), B (s t), M(s t), t n(s t), W(s t)}tp0
and {pic(s t), tic(s t),
⬁
pi(s t), psi(s t), pf(s t)}tp0
, are the household marginal conditions (13), (14), and (16);
the cash-in-advance constraints (9); the budget constraints (19); the price-setting
equations for the flexible price and sticky price firms, respectively, (22) and
(A1); the feasibility conditions (A2); the restriction for the price level (A3);
pic(s t) p [1 ⫹ tic(s t)]pi(s t); pi(s t) p psi(s t) for i 苸 [0, a], which are the sticky price
firms with measure a; pi(s t) p pf(s t) for i 苸 (a, 1]; as well as the restriction that
the nominal interest rate be nonnegative (34).
⬁
⬁
The equilibrium values for {c 1i(s t), c 2i(s t)}tp0
and {g i(s t)}tp0
are obtained using
⬁
the demand functions (11), (12), and (20). The {B(s t), B(s t⫹1)}tp0
are obtained
with the market-clearing conditions (29) and (30). The prices of the statecontingent debt in zero net supply, Q(s t⫹1Fs t), are given by (15).
We will now show that the only restrictions on the allocations {C 1(s t), C 2(s t),
⬁
⬁
N(s t)}tp0
and ratios {pic(s t)/P c(s t)}tp0
are the implementability condition (33), which
is condition (19) for t p 0; the condition for a nonnegative interest rate (34);
the feasibility conditions (A2); and the conditions for the price level (A3). The
other equilibrium conditions restrict the remaining variables {R(s t), P c(s t),
g
⬁
⬁
and {pic(s t), tic(s t), pi(s t), psi(s t), pf(s t)}tp0
.
B (s t), M(s t), t n(s t), W(s t)}tp0
The household marginal conditions on the choice of cash and credit goods,
⬁
(13), determine the nominal interest rates, {R(s t)}tp0
, which are nonnegative
c
because of (34). Let P (s 0 ) be given, and let Ft be the number of states in period
t, with F0 p 1. For any t ≥ 1, given the values for P c(s t⫺1), there are Ft⫺1 intertemporal constraints (16) and Ft constraints (19) to determine Ft ⫹ Ft⫺1 variables,
the price levels gross of consumption taxes and the state-noncontingent asset
levels, P c(s t) and M(s t⫺1) ⫹ R(s t⫺1)B g(s t⫺1). The money supply in period t and
state s t can be determined using the cash-in-advance constraint, (9), if it holds
with equality.
To simplify, we now assume that the labor income tax rates are zero,
t n(s t) p 0. From the household intratemporal conditions, (14), we obtain the
⬁
path for the nominal wage, {W(s t)}tp0
. From the price-setting conditions for the
⬁
⬁
flexible price firms, (22), we obtain {pf(s t)}tp0
. Given {P c(s t)}tp0
and
⬁
⬁
{pic(s t)/P c(s t)}tp0
, {pic(s t)}tp0
are determined. From the price-setting conditions for
the sticky price firms, (A1), together with pic(s t) p [1 ⫹ tic(s t)]pi(s t), we obtain
⬁
{tic(s t), pi(s t)}tp0
. QED
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